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Purpose
A hydraulic tensile testing machine with a
screw-type operating cylinder which gives
completely smooth and step-less loading. The
cylinder is operated by means of a crank which
is designed so that only light hand power is
required to obtain maximum load. The peda-
gogic design of the machine means that the
student can observe what is happening
throughout the entire procedure. The conven-
ient size and the sturdy structure make the
Model H-6310 a highly reliable and risk-free
machine. The power is read on a large and
clearly visible indicating instrument which is
graduated in kN (kilo Newton). The instrument
is provided with a maximum-value indicator
which shows the power at failure on the test
rod. The extension is measured by means of a
gauge which has a reading accuracy of 0.01
mm.

Specifications
The tensile test rods for the H-6310 are 5 mm
in diameter and are threaded at the ends. This
makes them very easy to mount and also
ensures reliable fastening in the jaws. The H-
6310 can deal with Brinell testing. A Brinell kit
and measuring magnifier are included. Buckling
tests can also be carried out with this machine.

Equipment
The equipment includes:

Hampden Model H-6310 Tensile Testing
and Brinell Testing Machine

Tool box containing: 

- Sliding calipers 

- Measuring magnifier 

- Tensile test rod set, 4 each of:
steel, aluminum, brass, copper

- Brinell test pieces, 4 each of:
steel, aluminum, brass, copper 

Laboratory texts

Available Options
The following accessories are available as
optional extras:

H-6310-10 Tensile test rod set: 
5 rods each of steel,
aluminum, brass and
copper

H-6310-20 Brinell test piece set: 
5 pieces each of steel,
aluminum, brass and
copper

H-6310-30 Recording Device

H-6310-31 Bending Device

H-6310-32 Large Compression Plates

H-6310-33 Helical Spring Test

H-6310-34 Disc Spring Test

H-6310-35 Electronic Force
Measurement

H-6310-36 Shear Test

H-6310-37 Deep Draw Test

H-6310-38 PC-Aided Measurement
Recording System

H-6310-M Motorized Operating
Cylinder

H-6310
Hydraulic Tension Testing Machine

Accessories shown included with
the Model H-6310

Hydraulic Tension Testing Machine
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6311 Torsion Test
Demonstrator allows the student to exam-
ine the torque-transmitting behavior of vari-
ous materials such as aluminum, steel and
copper. The relationship between torque
and angle of twist can be examined. The
behavior of specimens made of the same
materials, but of different geometric cross
sections, can be compared. Maximum tor-
sional shearing stress of specimens can be
calculated using strain gauges.

Description
The base unit consists of two vertical
columns, the lower specimen clamp, twist
arm and the scale track with the degree
scale. The upper part of the unit contains a
torsion multiplier lever system, a force
gauge and upper specimen clamp.

The unit accepts specimens ranging from
1/16" to 3/16" in diameter and 6", 12" and
18" in length.

Specimens include:

Copper:
1/8" and 3/16" dia., 9", 15" and 21" long

Steel:
1/8" and 3/16" dia., 9", 15" and 21" long

Aluminum:
1/8" and 3/16" dia., 9", 15" and 21" long

Experiment Capabilities
Measurement of Strain

Integration of the failure mechanisms of brittle and ductile materials

Determination of the magnitude of torque required to twist a given specimen

Comparison of the shear-rigidity ratio for two different materials.

H-6311
Torsion Test Demonstrator

071603

Model H-6311 Torsion Test Demonstrator
Dimensions:  21”H x 19”W x 14”D
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Purpose
Literally thousands of investigations into the
effects of statically or dynamically loading
mechanical structures can be made with this
one unit. Costs are so low that tests may be
carried to destruction by individual students.

Description
The Structures Test System is a bench-top
sized “learning laboratory” system designed to
test and indicate the effects of static and
dynamic mechanical loading on models of vari-
ous engineering components and structures
such as beams (“I”-beams, “T”-beams, rectan-
gular and round beams, etc.), simple and com-
plex bridge trusses, cantilever beams and
trusses, crane trusses and the like.

The system consists of:

1. a heavy-duty, formed-steel test fixture
assembly adaptable to a variety of test
set-ups and configurations

2. a hydraulic hand pump with high- and
low-range pressure gauges and necessary
hoses with quick couplings

3. a double-acting hydraulic ram with a 1-in
stroke

4. micrometer with micrometer-mounting
bars for measuring load deflections

5. dial indicator with mounting bars for
measuring load deflections

6. illustrated operating instruction manual
7. student experiment manual

Models for tests may be student or instructor
devised. Stock test models (described on
reverse side) may be ordered from Hampden.
Hampden can provide special models or sec-
tions to order.

Structural model under test is set upon or
secured to the test fixture assembly—support-
ed at one end or at both ends. Model is then
subjected to the mechanical loading pressures
by means of hydraulic pump and ram, with
deflections measurable in thousandths of an
inch by means of a micrometer. System also
demonstrates strain photoelasticly when used
with a polariscope.

Two hydraulic pressure gauges are supplied:

1. 0 to 2000 psi, for reading under relatively
light-loading conditions, and

2. 0 to 10,000 psi for heavy-loading 
conditions.  

Test models are normally stressed to a point
below failure, but may be stressed up to and
beyond failure. Some damaged model members
and specimens may be repaired, others may be
replaced at nominal cost.

As with all Hampden Systems, the Structures
Test System is designed to induce maximum
individual student involvement in the learning
process - to provide more students with the
direct access to the experimental equipment
and to encourage individual study by each 
student.

Specifications
The system is a self-contained, bench-top sized
laboratory device for mechanically loading
structural components and members up to and
beyond the point of failure - with provision for
measuring loads and deflections.

Model H-6320 Structures Test system consists
of the following components:

Test fixture assembly
A frame of sufficient strength to support struc-
tural models or members under 3700 lbs stress
with negligible distortion to itself; test fixture
has sufficient versatility in design to provide for
a wide variety of mechanical loading tests on
pinned, fixed, crane, bridge and cantilever
model structures.

Hydraulic hand pump
capable of generating hydraulic pressures of up
to 10,000 psi.

Fittings
including clevises, male and female; and pins
for assembling test models and attaching them
to test fixture.

H-6320
Structures Test System
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MODEL H-6320-CDL Base shown with optional CDL package & Computer
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Hydraulic pressure gauges (2) capable of
measuring hydraulic pressures of up to 2000
psi full-scale and 10,000 psi full-scale respec-
tively; gauges have a “maximum pressure indi-
cator hand” which travels with pointer as pres-
sure increases, but which remains at highest
pressure attained until it is manually reset to
start a new test.  Dial readings for tension and
compression in lbs. and psi.

Double-acting hydraulic ram w/1-in stroke
capable of applying up to 7850+ lbs compres-
sion loading, 3440+ lbs tension loading, at
maximum hydraulic pressure of 10,000 psi.

Precision micrometer and rigid micrometer
mounting bar and adapter for measurement of
structural deflections of models under varying
load conditions; micrometer system provides a
measurement to ±0.0001 in.

Services Required
Normal pump and cylinder maintenance.

Experiment Capabilities
(Partial List)

• Tension loading to 2200+ lbs
• Compression loading to 3700+ lbs
• Combined tension and compression beam
• Vector-loading, symmetrical and non-sym-

metrical
• Force analysis from observed deforma-

tions
• Static and/or dynamic loading
• Bridge-Truss design load limits
• Cantilever and crane truss and beam

design load limits
• Metal fatigue
• Beam-loading comparisons (i.e. “I”- vs.

“T”-beam, solid vs. hollow, etc.)
• Metal and plastic stress-loading compar-

isons using beams of similar cross-sec-
tions

• Structural design and analysis
• Failure-point determinations for various

truss designs
• Failure-point determinations for various

materials of similar configuration
• Moment determination and analysis
• Reinforced concrete beam load 

determinations

Optional Experiment Packages
MODEL H-6320-10 Plastic Beam:
determination of deflections with center and off
center, normal and vector loading; photoelastic
observation of stress patterns and values with a
polariscope.

MODEL H-6320-20 Wing-beam with Whiffle
tree: determination of deflections and stresses
of point or distributed loads in cantilevered
beam.

MODEL H-6320-30 Determinate Bridge
truss: determination of deflections at all critical
points in model, failure predictions based on
materials properties. Includes clevis and attach-
ments arranged for center loading of bottom
middle spacer.

MODEL H-6320-40 Indeterminate Bridge
Truss:
determination of effects of loading statically
indeterminate structure designs. Includes clevis
and attachments arranged for center loading of
bottom middle spacer.

MODEL H-6320-50 Horizontal Beam:
determination of structural characteristics, deri-
vation of theory, observation of stress patterns,
evaluation of stresses. For use with 4 photoe-
lastic diagonals - arranged with 2 short and 2
long photoelastic diagonals to demonstrate
redundancy and stress patterns with polar-
iscope.

MODEL H-6320-60 Crane Beam:
determination of vector effects, stress distribu-
tion, deflections, composite force effects.
Includes clevis and attachments arranged with
anchored end, and with capability for applying
load near center of beam.

MODEL H-6320-70 Vertical Extension 
channel:
is firmly attachable to vertical member of test
fixture assembly and capable of increasing
height of vertical member.

MODEL H-6320-71 Flat Beam Assembly

Replacement Kits

MODEL H-6320-30RK 
Replacement Truss Rods for Model H-6320-30
Option

MODEL H-6320-40RK 
Replacement Truss Rods for MODEL H-6320-
40 Option

Computer Data Logging
The Hampden MODEL H-6320 can be
supplied with the necessary accessory
equipment to permit acquisition of
appropriate signals/values. This includes the
following equipment: ten strain gauges, two
precision linear potentiometers with cable,
Data Translations data acquisition board and
signal conditioning unit, complete with
LabVIEW™ Software for PC computer.
Computer is included. Capabilities include
recording and simultaneous display of up to
8 channels.

Specify MODEL H-6320-CDL
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6510 Drainage and
Seepage Tank Demonstrator has been devel-
oped to investigate water flow through perme-
able media.  Using sand as the medium and
two-dimensional models, flow lines can be
determined as well as the distribution of up-lift
pressure and seepage rates.

Description
This unit incorporates a mobile carrier with a
sump tank, pump, starter, control valve, tank,
adjustable overflow drains, tank drain, six pres-
sure taps, dye injection tank with hose, model
set, and graduated beaker.

Experiment Capabilities
! Uplift Pressure on Hydraulic Structures

! Seepage Through Earth Embankments

! Flow Under Wall Pilings

! Flow Nets in Porous Media (Sand)

Specifications
Control Panel:
! Motor-Starter switch
! Pilot Light
! Flow Control needle valve

Tank:
! 60" (1524 mm) long, 28" (711.2 mm)

high by 4" (101.6 mm) inside dimensions
! Tank base and sides of stainless steel
! Front of tempered glass with stainless

steel trim
! Rear panel of aluminum with six pressure

port fittings
! Two adjustable overflow drains
! Tank drain with ball valve.

Sump Tank:
! 15 gallon (56.8 Liter) polypropylene with

tank drain ball valve and three intercon-
nection pipe fittings.

Pump:
! Centrifugal pump with sealess

magnetic drive
! 5 GPM (18.9 L/min) maximum
! Service kit includes the Viton O-ring and

impeller/ magnetic assembly
! Filter cartridge

Dye Injection System:
! Tank with control valve
! 5-ft. (1.54 meter) hose
! Holding bracket

Model Set:
! Lexan wall piling
! Lexan wall with foundation
! Earth dam facing
! Open Trench assembly

Accessories:
! Flexible tube set
! Graduated beaker
! Experiment Manual
! Pump service kit

Components Not Supplied:
! Medium, sand
! Stop watch

Mobile Carrier:
! 2" (51mm) square steel tubing finished in

instrument tan texture 
! Four swivel casters, two with locks.
! Plastic laminate top 1-1/16" thick (27mm)

with Medite wood core.

Services Required
Electrical:

120V AC, 60 Hz, single-phase

Water:
Supply (fill sump tank)
Waste Drain (drain sump tank)

H-6510
Drainage and Seepage

Tank Demonstrator

Model H-6510 Drainage and Seepage Tank Demonstrator shown with sand (not supplied)
Dimensions:  58”H x 60”W x 24”D,  Shipping Weight:  650 lbs. 
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Purpose: To 1) demonstrate the lines of flow (path of percolation) 
under wall pilings (footings), 2) determine the rate of seepage, 
and 3) allow for the construction of equipotential lines (i.e. develop a 
“flow net”).

Purpose: To 1) demonstrate the flow lines through a sloped earth 
embankment, 2) determine the rate of seepage, and 3) allow for the 
construction of equipotential lines (i.e. develop a “flow net”).

Drainage (Seepage) Flow Through the Wall of an Open Trench

Purpose: To 1) demonstrate the flow lines through an open channel
wall, 2) determine the rate of seepage, 3) correlate results with Darcy’s
Law, and 4) observe the effects of change in head and thus simulated
pumping.

Purpose: To 1) demonstrate direct pressures acting to uplift a retaining
structure, and 2) construct a flow net.

Flow Under Wall Pilings Seepage Through Earth Embankments

Flow Nets in Porous Media (Sand) Uplift Pressure on Hydraulic Structures
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H-6520
Infiltration Demonstrator
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6520 Infiltration
Demonstrator investigates the infiltration rates
of different soil types and soil surface treat-
ments.

Description
This unit consists of a table top base and panel
assembly, sump tank tray, three glass cylinders,
upper and lower bracket assembly and a gradu-
ated beaker.

Specifications

Glass Cylinders:
Pyrex® heavy wall (6.4mm) tube 4" ID
(101.6mm) by approximately 24" (609mm)
long.  

A 0–500mm graduated scale is provided on
each cylinder.

Mounting Brackets:
Upper bracket is ½" (12.7mm) thick
Spauldite finished in instrument tan texture. 

Lower bracket is 2" (50.8mm) thick
Spauldite finished in instrument tan texture.
Incorporated in the lower bracket are three
removable perforated plate assemblies
designed for easy removal. Each plate incor-
porates a 40" x 40" copper mesh screen.

A breather is incorporated within the 
assembly.

Accessories:
• Graduated beaker, 1000mL
• Spare perforated plate
• Spare hardware set

3 - 40" x 40" copper mesh screen
1 - breather tube
1 - “O” ring

Components Not Supplied:
• Soil samples
• Stop watch

Base and Panel:
Code gauge steel base and panel finished in
instrument tan texture. The base incorporates
adjustable levelers.

Sump Tank Tray:
Code gauge stainless steel finished in instru-
ment tan texture on the outside.

Dimensions and Weights:
Width: 22" (559mm)
Depth: 16" (406.4mm)
Height: 36" (914.4mm)
Weight: 160 lbs (72kg)
Cu.ft.: 15 (0.5m3)

Services Required

Water:
Supply (fill sump tank)
Waste Drain (drain sump tank)

MODEL H-6520 Accessories

MODEL H-6520 Infiltration Demonstrator
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6522 Surface Irrigation
Demonstrator has been developed to investigate
surface water penetration utilizing various irri-
gation methods. This demonstrator can be set
up to show surface slopes and irregularities,
soil textures, and wetting patterns of various
emitters.

Description
This unit incorporates a bench mounted base
with levellers, sump tank, pump, starter,
rotameter with control valve, tank, nine tile drain
taps, two percolation taps, and hose set.

Specifications

Bench Mounted Base:
• Furniture stock steel finished in instrument

tan texture with levellers
• Control panel terminal box

Sump Tank:
• 10 gallon (37.8 liter) polypropylene with

tank drain ball valve and interconnection
fittings

Pump:
• Centrifugal pump with sealless magnetic

drive
• 5 gallons (18.9 L/min) maximum
• Service kit includes the Viton O-ring and

impeller/magnetic assembly

Control Panel:
• 14-gauge furniture stock steel finished in

instrument white enamel.
• Ground Fault Interrupter circuit breaker.
• Pilot light
• Rotameter with control valve - 2 gal/min

(7.57 L/min).
• 3-ply white core brown engraving phenolic

secured to the panel with stainless steel
screws

Tank:
• 60" (1524mm) long, 28" (711.2mm) high

by 4" (101.6mm) inside dimensions
• Tank base, frame, and removable sides of

stainless steel
• Rear panel of aluminum with nine tile drain

port fittings
• Two percolation bottom taps
• Three side ports each side
• Front of tempered glass with grid lines and

stainless steel trim.

Accessories:
• Hose set
• Drip nozzles (2 required)
• Tile drain assemblies (3 required)
• Pump service kit

Components Not Supplied:
• Medium, soil
• Stop watch

Dimensions and Weights:
Length: 60" (1524mm)
Depth: 24" (609.6mm)
Height: 31" (787.4mm)
Weight: 450 lbs (204.5kg)

Cu.ft.: 44 (1.25M3)

Experiment Capabilities
• Sub-surface drainage
• Effects of infiltration on land slope, soil

texture, surface irregularities and dis-
charge rates

• Wetted patterns of various emitters

Services Required

Electrical:
• 120V AC 60Hz, single-phase

Water:
Supply (fill sump tank)
Waste Drain (drain sump tank)

800-253-2133 P.O. Box 563, East Longmeadow, MA  01028 • Tel 413-525-3981 • Fax  413-525-4741 • E-mail sales@hampden.com 
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H-6522
Surface Irrigation

Demonstrator
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6523A Sediment
Transport Demonstrator investigates suspended
sediment in a moving stream and bed load
movement. The moving stream can be controlled
over a wide range to simulate fast flowing
streams or slow moving rivers, demonstrating
the various size and density of partial deposits.
Slope is adjustable from 0-10%.

Description
The Sediment Transport Channel Demonstrator
incorporates a base, water channel, head tank,
discharge tank, screw jack, and variable speed
pump. Also included is a model set and hook
and point gauge.

This unit is a self-contained teaching apparatus
used to demonstrate the development of various
bedforms that arise from the flow of water in a
channel. There are several variables that can be
altered to analyze their effect on the system
being studied, such as: flow rate, slope, distribu-
tion of sediment, and the introduction of flow
obstacles. The channel can be used to study the
mechanics of sediment transport as well as
scour patterns, flow visualization, bedform hys-
teresis, smooth bed flow, mobile bed flow,
observation of grain patterns and data collection
and numerical evaluation.

Specifications
Bench Mounted Base:

• 2” (51 mm) Square mechanical tubing 
finished in instrument tan texture

• Levelers (2)
• Screw jack mounting bracket with fine

thread screw, handwheel and channel
yoke

• Pivot point assembly
• Discharge tank mounting assembly 

with pump mounting brackets
• 14-gauge control box finished in 

instrument tan texture
• 12-gauge control panel finished in 

instrument white enamel

Water Channel:
• Constructed of clear 3/8" (9.53 mm) thick

polycarbonate sides mounted to a channel
base assembly

• Channel is 60" (1524 mm) long, 12" 
(304 mm) high by 6" (153 mm) deep

• Head tank is manufactured of stainless
steel with drain valve pump fitting and 
diffuser

• Tail tank is manufactured of stainless steel
with drain ball valve and pump fittings

• Overfall discharge weir

Variable Speed Pump:
• Close coupled centrifugal bronze pump

with variable speed drive

Control Panel:
• Main circuit breaker, ground fault inter-

rupter
• Variable speed drive control

Slope Adjustment:
• 0–10% via screw drive w/slope indicator

Model Set:
• Bridge Pier
• Undershot Weir

Accessories:
• Hook and point gauge
• Grid matrix
• Bag of clean sand

Components Not Supplied:
• Dye injector
• Gravel

Dimensions and Weights:
Length: 72" (1829 mm)
Width: 8" (204 mm)
Height: 45" (1144 mm)
Weight: 550 lbs
Cu. ft.: 82

Services Required
Electrical:

• 120V AC 60Hz, single-phase
• 230V AC 50Hz, single-phase

Water:
Supply (fill water channel)
Waste Drain (drain water channel)

Experiment Capabilities
• Mechanics of Sediment Transport
• Scour Patterns
• Flow Visualization
• Bedform Hysteresis
• Smooth Bed Flow
• Mobile Sand-bed
• Observation and Grain Patterns
• Gravel-bed Flow
• Data Collection and numerical evaluation

H-6523A
Sediment Transport Channel

Demonstrator
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6524 Mobile Bed and
Flow Visualization Tank Demonstrator is used to
investigate flow visualization and mobile bed situ-
ations in relation to Civil Engineering structures.
This unit incorporates a sediment well with
removable Lexan® cover for mobile bed investi-
gations.

Description
The Model H-6524 is self-contained consisting of
the inlet tank working section, with sand trap,
outlet tank with adjustable overshot weir, pump,
control panel and model set.

Specifications
Head Tank:

• Code gauge stainless steel 28" (711.2 mm)
long by 14"(355.6mm) wide by 37.6"
(955mm) deep finished in instrument tan
texture

• Tank drain with ball valve
• Stainless steel perforated diffuser plate

assembly
• 60 gallon (227 liters) capacity

Flow Channel:
• Code gauge stainless steel 178" (4521mm)

long, by 24" (609.4mm) wide, by 13"
(330.2mm) deep including sediment bed of
2.5" (63.5mm). External finish is in instru-
ment tan texture.

• Lexan® cover for sediment bed
• Sediment bed drain with ball valve & screen
• Instrument rail set fitted to the top flanges

which extend over the complete working
section. One rail includes a positioning
scale

• Adjustable overshot weir w/ wheel and
screw assembly

Reservoir Tanks:
• Heavy duty polyethylene 48" (1219.2mm)

long, by 24" (609.4mm) wide, by 24"
(609.4mm) deep.

• Tank drain with ball valve
• Approximately 105 gallons (379.5 liters)

Pump:
• Close coupled centrifugal pump, all bronze.
• 2HP squirrel cage induction motor
• 0-124 gal/min (469 L/min)
• One flow transmitter, paddlewheel, with

interface cable, connector and ±1% accu-
racy

• Electric control valve w/ cable & connector
• Priming port
• Pump by-pass with ball valve
• Two interface hoses

Control Panel:
• 14-gauge furniture stock steel case finished

in instrument tan texture
• 11-gauge furniture stock steel panel finished

in instrument white enamel
• 3-ply white core brown engraving phenolic

secured to the panel w/stainless steel
screws

• 8-ft. (2438.4mm) power cord w/ cord rack
• Ground Fault Interrupter 2-pole circuit breaker
• Variable frequency drive
• Digital flow indicator
• Control switch for the electric control valve
• Interface connectors for digital flow indica-

tor, control valve, and variable frequency
drive output

• Pilot light
• Flow transmitter power supply

Model Set:
• Piers (2 ea.) cylinders, rectangular, profiled,

rounded end
• Aerofoil
• Gate guides - 2
• Baffles - 8
• Tees - 6, 2" (50mm)
• Angles - 6, 1-1/2" (38mm) x 1-1/2"

(38mm) x 5" (127mm) long
• Weight
• Float
• Block, retaining
• Bell mouth entry, right and left side
• Wall, 90° angle
• Side wall meanders - 2
• Bend
• Cylinder
• Tank strips

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

H-6524
Mobile Bed and Flow Visualization Tank Demonstrator



Accessories:
• Aluminum dust
• Dye crystals
• Multiport dye tube
• Poly-tube
• Instrument carrier with traverse, scale, and

locking device
• Vernier scale with stainless steel J-hook and

point

Components Not Supplied:
• Medium, granular material
• Stop watch
• Balance scale
• Grading sieves

Dimensions and Weights:
Length: 230" (5842mm)
Width: 34" (863.6mm)
Height: 50" (1270mm)
Weight: 1200 lbs (545kg)
Cu.ft.: 226.3 (6.4m3)

Experiment Capabilities
• Flow bed visualization
• Erosion and deposition
• Velocity distribution in duct flow
• Flow around models
• Meandering water courses
• Model testing
• Mobile bed models
• Boundary layer suction demonstration

Services Required
Electrical: 

• 220V AC 60Hz, single-phase

Water:
• Supply (fill tank)
• Waste Drain

Hydrology Demonstrators
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H-6524
Mobile Bed and Flow Visualization Tank Demonstrator

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

H-6524-2
This model is also available with the following
varied specifications. Please request Hampden
Model H-6524-2.

Specifications
Working Section:

• Code gauge stainless steel 96"
(2439mm) long 

• The working section is 78" 
(1982mm) long,

Dimensions and Weights:
Length: 134" (3404mm)
Weight: 750 lbs (340kg)
Cu.ft.: 119 (3.3733m)
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6526 Ground Water
Flow Tank provides a means of investigating
simple three dimensional flow models utilizing
sand as a medium. A multitube manometer is
used to show profile and make level measure-
ments at appropriate locations.

Tank demonstrations provide the student with
practical experiments about land drainage, flood
risk, wells, and drainage of lakes or ponds.

Description
The Hampden Model H-6526 Ground Water
Flow Tank consists of a mobile structural tube
frame base, tank assembly with fittings, and a
nineteen tube manometer.

Specifications

Frame:
14-gauge 2" x 2" square mechanical tubing fin-
ished in instrument tan texture.

Casters:
Four swivel, two with locks.

Tank:
Non-corrosive, 39" long x 19" wide x 10" deep
with 19 pressure taps imbedded in the bottom
of the tank in a cruciform pattern. Two con-
trolled wells are incorporated as well as two
complete width inlet/drain assemblies with flow
control valves and drain hose fittings.

Manometer:
19-tube manometer connected to a mounting
frame. The frame is silk-screened with horizon-
tal lines in increments of 5 mm for reference
along with a vertical scale of 150 mm in 1 mm
steps. A sliding horizontal cursor provides
immediate reference of any level. The other end
of the tubes is connected to the pressure taps
located in the tank bottom.

Demonstrations:
A. Hydraulic Gradient in Ground Water

(Darcy’s Law)
B. Cone of Depression for a Single Well,

unconfined
C. Cone of Depression for a Single Well, 

confined
D. Cone of Depression for 2 Wells
E. Excavation Site Using 2 Wells for 

De-watering
F. Drainage of Lake or Pond

Accessories:
1. Rectangular Ring - Large
2. Rectangular Ring - Small
3. Round Ring - Single well assembly
4. Stainless Steel Weights (2)
5. Sand - 2 bags #1 Silica Sand, washed
6. Hose Adapter

MODEL H-6526 Ground Water Flow Tank
Dimensions: 42"H x 43¼"W x 25"D  Weight: 500 lbs.

! "

#→ ←$

MODEL H-6526 Accessories
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6527 Sedimentation
Study Trainer has been developed to investigate
the physical processes of sedimentation. The
student will be able to evaluate and measure
the particles as to height, size and settling rates
for making up the sedimentation curve.

Description
The Hampden Model H-6527 Sedimentation
Study Trainer consists of a metal frame work
with an illuminated front panel with silk-
screened scaled markings, five vertical mount-
ed glass cylinders, mounting clips, and acces-
sories.

Specifications
Panel:

1/4” thick Lexan® polycarbonate with five
scales silk-screened to the back face of the
panel in black. The back face is then fin-
ished in translucent white finish for rear illu-
mination.

Enclosure:
14-gauge furniture stock steel finished in
instrument tan texture.

Base:
14-gauge furniture stock steel finished in
instrument tan texture. The base shall be
provided with four levelers.

Cylinders:
Glass, 2” (50 mm) diameter by 39” (1000
mm) with rubber top and bottom plugs, 5-
required.

Mounting Clips:
Non-corrosive type, 5-required.

Illumination:
Fluorescent lamps (3)

Protection:
1-pole circuit breaker, GFI type.

Accessories:
! Stop watch, digital
! Plastic beaker - 2 liter, 3-required
! Soil hydrometers for specific gravity of

soil samples in suspension, 11” long
(280 mm)

! Hydrometer Jar

Accessories Not Supplied:
! Balance Scale
! Sedimentation Samples
! Floccule

Services Required
Electrical - 120V AC 60Hz
Water - Local

- Waste drain or container

H-6527
Sedimentation Study Trainer

Model H-6527 Sedimentation Study Trainer
Dimensions:  44-1/2”H x 30”W x 18”D,  Shipping Weight:  210 lbs. 
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6530 Hydraulic
Demonstration Channel is designed to investi-
gate analytical applications of fluid mechanics
to situations in which fluids can be treated as
continuous media. The particular laws involved
include conservation of mass, continuity, ener-
gy, and momentum. Application of these laws
may be simplified in order to describe quantita-
tively the behavior of the fluid.

The basic hydraulic channel unit can be used to
study many open channel flow phenomena
including:

• Operation of a sluice gate (using the head
gate assembly)

• Effect of positive & negative grade (slope)
on the development of critical flow 
velocity.

• The parameters involved in the formation
of a “hydraulic jump” in a straight channel.

Description
This unit is fully self-contained and mobile. The
operator is able to control all flow variables
including motorized slope adjustment, movable
tailgate, adjustable head gate, undershot gate,
and flow rate.

Specifications
Base Assembly:

• Three locking swivel and three fixed 
casters

• Electric motor with screw jack for slope
adjustment

• Pivot Assembly

Working Channel:
• Clear Acrylic, ½" thick
• Length 144", width 6" I.D., height 12" I.D.
• Feed and return channel sub-base are

manufactured of stainless steel.
• Brass inserts at 6" intervals along the

length of channel base.

Reservoir:
• Stainless steel tank with drain valve and

pump connections
• Working channel support fixture

Pump:
• ¾ HP delivers 95 gpm @ 25 ft. head
• Piping is PVC
• Flow control controlled by two bronze

valves
• Orifice plates fitted in the supply piping

Control Panel:
• Main circuit breaker with ground fault pro-

tection
• Pump motor-starter switch
• Slope motor starter switch with raise and

lower pushbuttons
• Slope indicator
• Handwheel for headgate operation

Services Required
Electrical:

• 120/208V AC 60Hz, three-phase

Mechanical:
• Water
• Drain

H-6530
Hydraulic Demonstration

Channel

MODEL H-6530 Hydraulic Demonstration Channel
Dimensions: 80"H x 144"W x 30"D

Shipping Weight: 1500 lbs
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Optional Accessories
MODEL H-6530-10-6 Pipe Flow Set
MODEL H-6530-11-6 SAF Stilling Basin
MODEL H-6530-12-6 Pipe Drop Inlet
MODEL H-6530-13-6 Hydraulic Jump Basin
MODEL H-6530-14-6 Sluice Gate with

Pressure Taps
MODEL H-6530-15-6 Weir, V-Notch
MODEL H-6530-16-6 Weir, Broad Crest
MODEL H-6530-17-6 Spillway Section
MODEL H-6530-18-6 Inclined Slope
MODEL H-6530-19-6

Contraction/Expansion Section*
MODEL H-6530-20-6 Wave Generator
MODEL H-6530-21 Venturi Meter*
MODEL H-6530-22 Flow Nozzle Pipe

Section*
MODEL H-6530-23-6 Gauge Carrier
MODEL H-6530-24 Pitot Tube**
MODEL H-6927-10 Digital Differential

Pressure Manometer
MODEL H-6530-26 Reynold’s Experiment

Apparatus**
MODEL H-6530-27 Hook & Point Gauges

for precise measurement of water
surface elevation**

MODEL H-6530-31-6 Weir, crump

*Requires H-6530-10-6
**Requires H-6530-23-6

H-6530-13-6

H-6530-14-6

H-6530-15-6 H-6530-16-6

Experiment Result of H-6530-20-6

Experiment Result of H-6530-26

H-6530-19-6

H-6530-26

H-6530-20-6

H-6530-17-6 H-6530-23-6

H-6530-10-6

H-6530-10-6
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6531 Hydraulic
Demonstration Channel has been developed to
investigate analytical applications of fluid
mechanics to situations in which fluids can be
treated as continuous media. The particular
laws involved include conservation of mass,
continuity, energy, and momentum. Application
of these laws may be simplified in order to
describe quantitatively the behavior of the fluid.

Description
This unit is self-contained, mobile, designed for
instructor and student use. The operator will be
able to control all flow variables, including slope
adjustment, movable tailgate, adjustable head
tank, undershot gate, and flow control.

Experiments
Experiments include the following:

� Using the Straight Channel

� Using the Pitot Tube

� Using the Hook and Point Gauge

� Using the Pipe Flow Set

� Using the V-Notch Weir

� Using the Broad Crest Weir

� Using the Spillway Section

� Using the Sudden Contraction/Expansion

� Using the Venturi

� Using the Flow Nozzle Pipe

� Using the Reynolds Experiment

Specifications
Base Assembly:
� 11-gauge furniture stock steel finished in

instrument tan texture with four swivel
casters, two with locks.
� Electric motor with screw jack for slope

adjustment
� Pivot assembly

Working Channel:
� Clear Plexiglas™, ½" thick
� Length 144", width 12" I.D., height 18" I.D.
� Feed and return channel sub-base are

manufactured of stainless steel.
� Mid-section Plexiglas™ flanges join both

channels at the center
� Anodized aluminum angles serve as

instrument rails and channel top side wall
stiffeners
� Brass inserts at 6" intervals along the

length of channel base, 2 per interval.

H-6531
Hydraulic Demonstration Channel
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Specifications (continued)
Reservoir:
� Stainless steel tank with drain valve and

pump connections

� 11 and 14-gauge furniture stock steel
covers and support frames finished in
instrument tan texture

� Working channel support fixture

Pumps:
� ¾ HP open drip proof coupled to a bronze

pump. Pump delivers 95 gpm @ 25 ft.
head (2 req’d).

� Piping is PVC

� Flow control controlled by two bronze
valves

� Orifice plates fitted in the supply piping

Control Panel:
� 14-gauge furniture stock steel case fin-

ished in instrument tan texture

� 11-gauge furniture stock steel panel fin-
ished in instrument white enamel

� Main circuit breaker with ground fault
protection

� Pump motor-starter switch (2 req’d)

� Slope motor starter switch with raise and
lower pushbuttons

� Spirit level slope indicator

� Headgate motor and motor starter with
raise/lower pushbuttons

� Tailgate motor and motor starter with
raise/lower pushbuttons

Nomenclature:
� 3-ply brown-white core engraving stock

secured to the panel with stainless steel
self-tapping screws

Electrical:
� 120V AC 60Hz, single-phase

Mechanical:
� Water
� Drain

Optional Accessories
H-6531-10-12 Pipe Flow Set
H-6531-11-12 SAF Stilling Basin
H-6531-12-12 Pipe Drop Inlet
H-6531-13-12 Hydraulic Jump Basin
H-6531-14-12 Sluice Gate w/Pressure 

Taps
H-6531-15-12 Weir, V-Notch
H-6531-16-12 Weir, Broad Crest
H-6531-17-12 Spillway Section
H-6531-18-12 Inclined Slope
H-6531-19-12 Contraction/Expansion 

Section*
H-6531-20-12 Wave Generator
H-6531-21 Venturi Meter*
H-6531-22 Flow Nozzle Pipe Section*
H-6531-23-12 Gauge Carrier
H-6531-24 Pitot Tube**
H-6531-26 Reynold’s Experiment 

Apparatus**
H-6530-27 Hook & Point Gauges for 

precise measurement of 
water surface elevation**

H-6927-10 Digital Differential Pressure
Manometer

*Requires H-6531-10-12
**Requires H-6531-23-12
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6535 Hydrostatics
Bench consists of an assortment of apparatus
needed for experiments into the properties of
fluids and hydrostatics.

Description
This unit consists of a mobile bench with the
following components:

• Viscosimeters (3)
• Manometers (2)
• Sink
• Dead weight tester
• Hand water pumps (2)
• Lot of glassware
• Storage tank (2)
• Fittings
• Pressure gauge, Bourdon Tube
• Tubing
• Valves (14)
• Precision balance
• Barometer
• Weight set
• Constant Level Tubes
• Stop clock
• Air pump

The Model H-6535 consists of Constant Level
Tubes that demonstrate Pascal's Law of fluid
upthrust included with a comprehensive investi-
gation into hydrostatic pressure. Also included
is a balance scale to determine the specific
gravity of solids by immersion in water demon-
strating the relationship to Archimedes Principle
of fluid displacement. The unit has the capabili-
ty of measuring the specific gravity of liquids by
use of a hydrometer as well as by an inverted
U-tube apparatus. The hydrostatic bench has
the capability of a comprehensive investigation
into measurement of fluid viscosity using falling
ball viscosimeters and the measurement of fluid
surface tension by the Capillary-Rise method.

The unit also consists of pressure measuring
devices with comprehensive experiments which
include a Digital Barometer to accurately meas-
ure atmospheric pressure, and investigation into
the calibration of a Bourdon Tube Pressure
Gauge using a Dead Weight calibration tech-
nique. Also included are two manometers to
measure pressure, one digital and the other
filled with water, that demonstrate the difference
in range and sensitivity between the two types
of manometers.

The unit consists of all the devices and acces-
sories that are required to perform the listed
experiments, including all of the plumbing,
pumps and valve control to direct the fluids in
the system. Also included is a built in safety
feature that directs fluid into flasks in the case
of over-pressurizing the manometers.

Typical Experiments
• Verification of Archimedes Law
• Dynamics of a floating body
• Operation of a Bourdon pressure gauge
• Measurement of viscosity
• Function and use of a hydrometer
• Capillarity
• Operation of a Barometer
• Manometry - principles and application
• Density and specific gravity
• Hydrostatic pressure on a plane surface
• Dead weight calibration of pressure gauges
• Demonstration of fluid upthrust 

(Pascal’s Law)

Additional experiments that can be performed in
conjunction with the Model H-6540 Water
Hydraulics System include:

• Determine center of pressure position
• Effect of flow upon static head
• Determination of metacentric height
• Study potential, pressure & elastic energy
• Measure fluid levels by vernier point gauge

H-6535
Hydrostatics Bench

MODEL H-6535 Hydrostatics Bench
Dimensions: 56"H x 72"W x 24"D

Shipping Weight: 750 lbs

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency
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Description
The Hampden Water Hydraulics System con-
sists of a Mobile Hydraulics Bench Model 
H-6540-10 and a complete line of basic to
advanced demonstration & experimentation
equipment. Each unit has been designed to fully
demonstrate specific working properties of
hydraulic theory.

The Hampden Model H-6540-10 Water
Hydraulic Bench is constructed of code gauge
steel with stainless steel tanks and includes the
following:

• Motor
• Self-priming centrifugal pump
• Motor control
• Dump valve
• Drain valve
• Needle valve
• Stepped volumetric tank 
• Sump tank
• Supply outlet
• Remote pressure gauge
• Sight glass with scale
• Calibrated measuring cylinder

MODEL H-6540-18
Energy Loss in Pipes Demonstrator

Dimensions:  20"W x 42"H
Shipping Weight:  160 lbs.

H-6540
Water Hydraulics System

MODEL H-6540-10
Mobile Hydraulics Bench

Dimensions:  52"W x 39"H x 34-1/2"D 
Shipping Weight:  591 lbs.

MODEL H-6540-21
Flowmeter Demonstrator Module

Dinemsions:  36"H x 36"W x 22"D
Shipping Weight:  236 lbs.

Hydraulic Theory Model 
Calibration of Industrial Pressure Gauges H-6540-11

Measure the Static Thrust Exerted by a Fluid on a Submerged Surface H-6540-12

Characteristics of Flow Over Rectangular and Vee Weirs H-6540-13

Factors Affecting the Stability of a Floating Body H-6540-14

Circumstances to Which Bernoulli’s Theorem May be Applied H-6540-15

The Force Developed by a Jet of Water Impinging Upon 

a Stationary Object H-6540-16

Calibration of Orifices H-6540-17

Calibration of Orifices with Five Additional Orifices H-6540-17a

Equations Applicable to Laminar and Turbulent Pipe Flow (Shown) H-6540-18

Characteristics of Flow in an Open Channel (Shown on back) H-6540-19

The Nature of Laminar and Turbulent Flow H-6540-20

Operating Characteristics of Three Types of Flowmeters (Shown) H-6540-21

Losses in Pipe Network H-6540-22

Free and Forced Vortices H-6540-23

Hydraulic Ram H-6540-24

Pelton Turbine Demonstrator H-6540-25

Series/Parallel Pump Set H-6540-26

Centrifugal Pump Set H-6540-27

Francis Turbine Demonstrator H-6540-28
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Demonstration and Experimentation Equipment
MODEL H-6540-11
Dead Weight Pressure Gauge Module consists
of a precision-machined piston and cylinder,
base mounted, with leveling feet, spirit level and
weight set.

MODEL H-6540-12
Hydrostatic Pressure Module consists of a
clear Lexan tank with base, leveling feet, spirit
level, fill port and drain cock. A quadrant with
balance beam, pivot, adjustable counter balance
weight, beam level indicator and weight balance
hanger. (calibrated weights not included)

MODEL H-6540-13
Weir Set consists of two stainless steel weir
plates, one vee notch and one rectangular notch.

MODEL H-6540-14
Metacentric Height Module consists of a plas-
tic floating pontoon with mast, adjustable mast
weight, plumb bob, lateral adjustable weight, and
scale bar.

MODEL H-6540-15
Bernoulli’s Theorem Demonstration Apparatus
consists of a base with leveling feet, venturi with
pressure taps, head tube traverse tap, and a 
needle valve.  An eight tube manometer is pro-
vided with hand pump.

MODEL H-6540-16
Impact of a Jet Module consists of a clear plas-
tic cylinder with leveling feet and spirit level.
Included is a nozzle, target plate with stem and
counterbalanced compression spring, weight
paw (weights not included) and scale.

MODEL H-6540-17
Orifice Calibration Apparatus consists of a
base with leveling feet, spirit level, clear plastic
tank with inlet pipe, adjustable overflow pipe, ori-
fice fixture with “O” ring, backboard assembly
with paper clips, needle support with eight
adjustable needles, two orifice plates and a tank
level scale. The orifice diameters are 3.0 mm
and 6.0 mm.

MODEL H-6540-17a
Same as H-6540-17 with five (5) additional ori-
fice plates.

MODEL H-6540-18
Energy Loss in Pipes consists of a base with
leveling feet, spirit level, constant head tank, test
pipe with two pressure taps, needle valve, water
manometer, air pump and measuring cylinder.

MODEL H-6540-19
Flow Visualization Channel consists of a base
with inlet tank, adjustable feet, clear plastic
channel, undershot weir, overshot weir, and dye
injection system. Unit comes with broad crested
weir, narrow crested weir, two aerofoils, and two
cylinders.

MODEL H-6540-20
Reynold’s Demonstration Apparatus consists
of a base with adjustable feet, spirit level, head
tank with supports and overflow, needle valve,
bellmouth entry, and dye injection system.

MODEL H-6540-21
Flowmeter Demonstration Module consists of a
base with leveler feet, venturi, flowmeter, orifice
plate, needle valve, an eight tube manometer.  

MODEL H-6540-22
Losses in Bends Apparatus consists of a metal
frame with inlet, sweep bend, expansion-con-
traction section, short bend, 90° elbow, pressure
gauge, gate valve, miter bend, needle valve, and
one twelve tube manometer. This unit includes
twelve pressure taps.

MODEL H-6540-23
Free and Forced Vortices Apparatus consists of
a base with leveler feet, models for test and
hydrogen bubble flow generator.

MODEL H-6540-24
Hydraulic Ram Apparatus for determining flow
pressure characteristics and efficiency.

MODEL H-6540-25
Pelton Turbine Demonstrator consists of a base
channel, pelton turbine, friction dynamometer
and spear valve with pressure gauge. Turbine
speed is measured using HT-100K Tachometer,
purchased separately.

MODEL H-6540-26
Series-Parallel Pump consists of one centrifu-
gal pump with 1/4 HP motor, pressure gauges
and associated hardware and piping. It is used in
conjunction with the H-6540-10 bench pump.

MODEL H-6540-27
Centrifugal Pump consists of one centrifugal
pump with 1/4 HP motor, pressure gauges,
associated hardware and variable speed pump
drive.

MODEL H-6540-28
Francis Turbine Demonstrator consists of a
base channel, francis turbine, friction
dynamometer and spear valve with pressure
gauge. Turbine speed is measured using 
HT-100K Tachometer, purchased separately.

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

MODEL H-6540-19
Characteristics of Flow in an Open Channel
Dimensions:  33-3/4"W x 32-1/2"H x 14"D

Shipping Weight:  144 lbs.
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6640 Air Flow Unit is
designed to provide the basic air flow facilities
necessary to perform fundamental experiments
in fluid mechanics and heat transfer. With this
unit, the student is able to investigate the char-
acteristics of fans and, with the optional heat
transfer modules, investigate the characteristics
of liquid to liquid and air to liquid heat transfer.

Description
The unit consists of a four-section air duct
securely fastened together with a removable
middle section which can easily be removed
and replaced with optional heat exchangers.
The entry and exit sections (which are identical)
contain Lexan® observation windows for a
visual inspection of the air duct and any experi-
ment being conducted. A detachable centrifugal
fan is supplied with the basic unit (Optional:
Model H-6640-50 Axial Fan) and is equipped
with an electrical starter and reducing section.
The end section of the air duct is equipped with
an adjustable choke plate used to control the
flow rate. Also, the inlet section contains provi-
sions for mounting resistance screens of vari-
ous values to provide further means of regulat-
ing the flow rate.

The velocity profile at any point in the plane
duct can be determined by using the pitot-static
tube in conjunction with the vernier pitot tube
positioner and precision manometer. The aver-
age pressure in the duct is measured with a
triple T-ring.

The air duct is constructed out of four smooth,
white plastic faced, laminated wood having a
cross section of 5.9" x 11.8" and an overall
length of 76.8". The centrifugal fan has an out-
put of 520 scfm (245 slps) giving a maximum
air velocity of 18.0 ft/s (5.5m/s). The manome-
ter is a bench mounted inclined-vertical type
with a range of 0-2" WC and 2-10" WC. The

former has an accuracy of 0.01" WC and the
latter has an accuracy of 0.10" WC. The pitot-
static tube has a modified Prandtl-type tip and
is mounted on a manual traverse unit. The
manual traverse unit has an accuracy of 0.01".
The entire setup is permanently mounted on a
mobile bench constructed out of 14 gauge
square mechanical tubing with a plastic lami-
nated wood core 1-1/16" bench top. The bench
comes with metal storage trays. The overall
bench dimensions are 36"H x 120"W x 32"D and
requires floor area of 180" x 98" to provide all-
around access to unit when in operation. An
instruction manual is included covering the
basic operation of the bench and recommended
experiments.

Experimental Modes
The Hampden Model H-6640 Air Flow Unit
serves as the basic unit to support many exper-
imental setups, such as:

A. Establish the volume flow rate vs. static
pressure relationship for the fan.

B. Determine the cut-off pressure for the fan.
C. Determine the velocity profile inside the

duct both upstream and downstream of
the removable middle section.

D. Conduct liquid to air heat transfer experi-
ments:
1. Liquid-to-air heat transfer for plain cop-

per tube banks.
2. Liquid-to-air heat transfer for finned

copper tube banks.
3. Liquid-to-air heat transfer for humidified

air to determine the dew point, frost for-
mation and other heat transfer phenom-
ena.

E. Perform a heat balance analysis on the
unit using the flow rates and the inlet/out-
let temperatures of the liquid and air
streams.

Power Required
120V AC-1φ-50/60Hz

Optional Equipment
H-6640-10A Plain-Tube Heat Exchanger
H-6640-10B Finned-Tube Heat Exchanger
H-6640-20 Expansion Coil Heat Exchanger
H-6640-40 Air Temperature Measurement

Package
H-6640-50 Axial (Propeller) Fan and Reducer

Section

MODEL H-6640 Air Flow Unit shown with optional H-6640-10A, -10B, & -20 Heat Exchangers
Dimensions: 36"H x 120"W x 32"D - Weight: 650 lbs.
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6640-10 Liquid-to-Air
Heat Transfer Modules are designed to permit
student study of liquid-to-air heat transfer. Air
flows over tube banks in which either hot or
cold water flows. The tube banks are of two
types; one constructed out of bare copper tub-
ing, the other constructed out of finned copper
tubing.

Description
These heat transfer elements are designed to
be used with the Hampden Model H-6640 Air
Duct and are quickly inserted and secured
through the use of 1/4 turn quick-connect/dis-
connect fasteners.

The tube banks are housed in a short section
of duct constructed out of white plastic-faced,
laminated wood. Within each duct, the tubes
are arranged in three (3) vertical staggered
rows. Each insert has an insulated header to
divide the flow within a row. These headers are
interconnected by a flow control valve to oper-
ate the heat exchanger as a single or triple pass
unit. The external connections to the inserts are
made by flexible rubber hoses with quick-con-
nect/disconnect fittings. These fittings feature a
positive shut-off to prevent leakage when cou-
pling or uncoupling the inserts. The hot or cold
water supplies may be supplied by the
Hampden H-6850 Heat Transfer Bench or any
other suitable source which has provisions for
measuring the flow rate.

This unit also comes equipped with 4 dial ther-
mometers which can be inserted into the 4
temperature wells located on each module.
These temperature wells are self-sealing and
are used to monitor the water temperature.

The heat transfer elements consist of the fol-
lowing:

1. Rectangular Duct: Cross section 12"H x
11.4"W x 6"D

2. H-6640-10A Plain Tube Heat Exchanger: 3
rows of 11 tubes each constructed out of
5/8" OD copper tube with a 0.064" wall.  The
total heat transfer area of the heat exchanger
is 5.33 sqft.

3. H-6640-10B Finned Tube Heat Exchanger:
3 rows of 2 tubes each constructed out of
5/8" OD copper tube with a 0.036" wall car-
rying fins with a 1-5/16" OD fins with a
thickness of 0.015". Each 12" tube contains
4 fins per inch (total 47 per tube). Total heat
transfer area - 5.14 sq ft.

Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6640-20 Expansion
Coil Heat Transfer Module is used to investigate
the phenomena associated with humidified
airstreams. This module is designed for use
with the Hampden Model H-6640 Air Flow Unit
and can be operated from the Hampden Model
H-6720 Refrigeration Unit.

Description
Water vapor is injected into the airstream and
forced over a finned heat exchanger in which
134a Refrigerant flows. The water vapor will
condense on the fin surface when the local
dew point is reached and will crystallize to form
frost. The student is able to investigate the
effect that humidity content and frost build up
have on the heat transfer rate.

With the clear top, the student will also be able
to observe the formation of frost on the fins.
Additionally, the effect of obstructions in the
duct on the air flow profile can be observed by
the pattern of frost buildup on the fins.

The source of water vapor is a steam generat-
ing unit in which a pair of 1000 W immersion
heaters are installed. The heaters are wired to a
variable temperature controller so that a multi-
tude of steam generation rates can be
achieved. The water vapor is fed into the duct
by a pair of steam injectors on opposite sides
of the duct located downstream of the expan-
sion coil. An air straightener is located
upstream of the steam injectors before the
expansion coil. The steam generator is fed by
an inverted clear plastic one liter bottle which
allows the water level to be continuously
observed.

The wet and dry bulb temperatures are moni-
tored both upstream and downstream of the
expansion coil and the refrigerant temperatures
are monitored at the inlet and outlet ports of the
expansion coil. These temperatures, together
with air and refrigerant flow rates, will allow the
student to determine the heat transfer rates.

The unit is mounted on a white, plastic faced
wooden housing which can be quickly inserted
into the Hampden Model H-6640 Air Flow Unit.

H-6640-20 Expansion Coil Heat Transfer Module
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6740 Air Ventilation
System Trainer permits the operational study
of residential, commercial, and industrial air
ventilation systems. The unit can be operated
as a stand-alone device or as an integral part
of a complete environmental control system.
The student will be able to investigate the fun-
damental principles of air flow measurement,
air distribution systems, and the operating
characteristics of fans.

Experiment Capabilities
The Hampden Model H-6740 Air Ventilation
Trainer is a versatile unit which allows aug-
mentation of the basic equipment with addi-
tional ductwork, diffusers, register boxes, etc.
The experiments contained in the technical
manual provide a starting point for the study of
air distribution. The students will be given a
basic understanding of the principles of air
flow measurement; fan technology, operation,
testing and balancing of duct systems. This
will allow the student to venture further into the
field of air distribution.

The experimental capabilities of the trainer are:

Air Flow Measurement
a. static pressure measurement
b. velocity pressure measurement
c. total pressure measurement
d. calculate air velocity
e. calculate volume flow rate (CFM)
f. determine velocity profile in duct

Fan Performance
a. determine the volume flow rate and static

pressure relationship with fan power at
different fan speeds.

b. determine the static pressure relationship
with fan power at different volume flow
rates.

c. fan efficiency
d. plot fan performance curves
e. evaluate different fan blade configurations

With the inclusion of the Duct Fitting Package,
the experimental capabilities can be extended to:

Air Duct Data
a. measure friction losses in duct work,

tees, damper, reducers, elbows, expan-
sions

b. design, test, and evaluate ventilation sys-
tems

Diffusers
a. determine performance of ceiling, side-

wall, and linear diffusers; pressure loss,
diffuser flow patterns; volume air flow
rate relationship with pressure loss

b. how to balance diffusers (to get the
desired volume flow rate)

System Performance 
(with an air conditioner)

a. design, test, and evaluate residential air
conditioning system for variations in air
temperature, air density, and volume flow
rate

With the addition of the High Velocity
Experiments Package, the student will also be
able to investigate:

High Velocity Duct System Performance
a. determine pressure loss of system com-

ponents
b. design, test, and evaluate duct systems

with variations in air velocity and volume
flow rate 

c. balance high velocity duct systems
d. control high velocity duct systems with

terminal unit

MODEL H-6740 w/Centrifugal Fan
Dimensions:72"H x 72"W x 30"D
Weight: 1500 lbs

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency
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Description
This unit comes equipped with a fan, air flow
development section, and an instrument con-
sole all contained on a mobile bench.

The air flow is generated by a centrifugal-type
fan with a 1/2-hp motor. The motor speed is
controlled by a variable speed drive and is
protected by a 15-amp circuit breaker. The
centrifugal fan shaft can mount one of three
fan blade assemblies:

• backward-inclined
• forward-curved
• airfoil type

The fan blade assemblies are designed for
easy removal, permitting quick substitution of
one style by another. The air intake is covered
with a steel safety screen which swings out to
allow access to the fan shaft. The screen has
a built-in safety feature which interlocks it with
the fan power. This prevents fan operation
while the screen door is open. The outlet of
the fan is fitted with a plenum section which
leads into the air flow development section.

The air flow development section consists of
an air straightener, pressure take-offs and 
fittings, and a flow control valve. The air
straightener ensures a smooth air flow
through the measuring section. This is impor-
tant for accurate sensing of the static, velocity
and total pressures in the duct. The true mean
static pressure in the duct can be monitored
with a triple-T piezometer ring. Two fittings
(located 90° apart) are available for insertion
of a pitot-static tube to measure the total and
velocity pressures inside the duct. With the
pitot-tube positioner included in the optional
Model H-6740-10 package, accurate velocity
profiles in the duct can be taken. Downstream
of these fittings is the flow control valve.

There is a butterfly-type damper with an 
integral positioner and scale. Provisions for
monitoring the static pressure drop across 
the damper are included. This will enable the
student to generate plots of the damper static
pressure drop versus air flow rate and damper
position.

The instrument console is located on the rear
of the bench. All of the instruments are
mounted such that none are obstructed by the
equipment mounted on the bench.  

Located in the instrument console are: 

• on/off switch with pilot light
• ammeter
• voltmeter
• tachometer
• three pressure gauges (one each for 

indication of static, velocity and total
pressure)

• variable speed drive for fan
• tubing connections for the pressure

gauges

The pressure gauges can be specified as 
having scales calibrated in inches WC or 
millimeters WC.

Accessories
The Duct Fittings Package includes the 
following:

2 x Adjustable support stand
6 x Duct section - 8"D by 60"L
3 x Duct section - 4"D by 60"L
6 x Slip joint - 8"
2 x Slip joint - 4"
2 x Radius elbow - 8" by 45°
1 x Radius elbow - 8" by 90°
1 x Radius elbow - 4" by 90°
1 x Tee - 8" by 8" by 4"
1 x Damper - 4"
1 x Reducer - 8" to 4"
1 x Expansion - 4" to 8"
1 x Diffuser with box - 8" by 8"
1 x Diffuser with box - 10" by 10"
1 x Diffuser with box - 12" by 12"
1 x Diffuser with box - 10" by 6"
1 x Diffuser, linear  -  6" by 24"

Options
Computer Data Logging  
The addition of National Instruments analog
I/O modules terminating to a RS-232 jack
allows the measurements to be logged via a
Windows based computer (not supplied).
Templates for LabVIEW® control software are
included.

Specify MODEL H-6740-CDL.

High Velocity Experiments Package
includes the following:

1 - Airfoil type fan
1 - Volume control terminal unit
1 - Pitot-tube positioner

Specify MODEL H-6740-10

Power Required
208V AC-3Ø-60Hz

MODEL H-6740 Show with 
MODEL H-6740-10 High Velocity Experiment

Package (Axial Fan)

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6850-20 Double-Pipe
Heat Exchanger is used to investigate the fun-
damental principles of heat transfer as applied
to a tube-in-tube heat exchanger. The apparatus
permits the student to move from classroom
theory to a hands-on application with all of the
practical training. The student shall measure the
variables that affect the overall heat transfer
coefficient. The “cold” and “hot” fluid tempera-
tures and flow rates are monitored at strategic
locations. The unit can be configured to operate
as either a parallel flow or counterflow heat
exchanger. By varying the fluid flow rates, lami-
nar, transitional or turbulent flow conditions can
be created.

Description
Thermocouples are located in the fluid streams
for accurate measurement of the fluid tempera-
tures. Both the shell and tube side temperatures
are monitored. Furthermore, the surface tem-
perature of the shell-side tube is provided for in
both passes. The unit is equipped with a mixing
vessel which allows either the temperature of
the “hot” or “cold” fluid to be accurately con-
trolled.

This, in effect, allows the temperature gradient
between the two fluids to be varied over a wide
range. The Reynolds number can be varied
from laminar regime, through the transition
region (2,300 to 10,000), and into the turbulent
regime (40,000/50,000). The apparatus is
designed for operation with liquids, steam and
air, or with any combination of them. The sys-
tem is compatible with other fluids which do
not adversely affect the materials used in the
trainer.

The apparatus is designed to be mounted to a
sturdy, rigid wall. The fluid inlets and outlets to
the unit are conveniently located at the bottom.
The fluid flow rates are controlled with four

needle valves. Two (2) control the flow rate into
the mixer vessel and two (2) control the outlet
flow rate from the heat exchanger. There are a
total of twelve (12) ball valves used to config-
ure the heat exchanger per the experiment
being conducted.

The trainer requires only water at normal mains
pressure. Other liquid coolants can be utilized if
they are compatible with the materials used on
the unit. Steam (or other compatible vapors)
from laboratory service lines can also be uti-
lized.

The trainer is constructed out of copper tubing
with copper fittings and brass valves mounted
securely to the panel with insulated supports.
External fluid connections to the trainer are
made with quick connect fittings. The fluid lines
on the unit are tested to withstand 60 psig
water/steam. 

The unit comes equipped with the following
instruments:

1. Instrument Control Panel complete with: 

• one circuit protector power switch with
pilot light 

• one power cord 
• one thermocouple selector switch 
• one digital temperature display with ±1°F

resolution
• two aux. thermocouple type T receptacles

2. Flowmeters - rotameter type: maximum flow
rate of 10 gpm

3. Thermocouple Probe Set (2 types)

MODEL H-6850-20 shown with all options
Dimensions: 35½"H x 95½"W x 12"D

Shipping Weight: 342lbs
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Experiment Capabilities
A. Heat Exchanger Configuration:

1. Parallel flow tube-in-tube heat exchangers
2. Counterflow tube-in-tube heat exchangers
3. Free convection crossflow heat exchanger

for horizontal tubes
B. Flow Regimes:

1. Laminar
2. Transitional
3. Turbulent

C. Experimental Fluids:
1. Water-to-water
2. Water-to-air
3. Steam-to-water
4. Steam-to-air

D. Experimental Results:
1. Overall heat balance
2. Heat transfer coefficient for:

a) liquid-to-liquid
b) steam-to-liquid/gas
c) liquid-to-gas

3. Film coefficient for:
a) liquids
b) vapors with phase change
c) gases

4. Heat exchanger efficiency for:
a) parallel flow
b) counterflow
c) crossflow

5. Tube wall effects
6. Tube-entrance effects
7. Analytical techniques:

a) logarithmic mean temperature differ-
ence method

b) heat exchanger effectiveness method
8. Temperature diagrams

E. Experimental Results With Steam
(or other vapors)

1. Enthalpy of steam
2. Pressure effects
3. Composition effects
4. Vapor phase effects
5. Effects of condensation on tube inner or

outer surface
F. Advanced Capabilities

1. Unsteady state heat transfer
2. Tube entrance effects
3. Effects of viscosity on film coefficients

With steam, other vapors, or other fluids; the
experimental capabilities of the trainer can be
extended.

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

Options
MODEL H-6850-20a Hot Water System

The Hampden Model H-6850-20a Hot Water System consists of a 10 gal-
lon tank with 2.5KW heater, heater control, pump with starter, quick-dis-
connect fittings for hot and cold water feed and return connections, inter-
connection hose set, main 1-pole ground fault interrupter circuit breaker
with 6-ft. 3/c power cord, cold water connection ball valve, tank drain ball
valve, and system drain ball valve. Input 120V. AC-1φ-60Hz-30A.

MODEL H-6850-20b Weight Tank

The Hampden Model H-6850-20b Weight Tank is constructed out of non-
corrosive materials. When used with the Hampden Model H-6850-20c
Platform Scale and a stopwatch, the mass flow rate of the fluid can be
determined.

MODEL H-6850-20c Platform Scale

The Hampden Model H-6850-20c Platform Scale is used to weigh the 
contents of the Model H-6850-20b Weight Tank in order to determine the
mass flow rate of a liquid used. The scale has a capacity of 200 pounds.
The readability is 0.5 pounds and the repeatability is ±0.4% FS. The
scale features a removable readout module which allows the readout to
be placed in a convenient location remote from the scale. The readout
also has a recall button to recall the last reading.

MODEL H-6850-20d Mobile Stand

The Hampden Model H-6850-20d Mobile Stand is single faced, mounted on four rubber tired
swivel casters, constructed of steel mechanical tubing, finished in instrument tan texture. It is
designed to support the Model H-6850-20 double-pipe heat exchanger, as well as the option scale
and weight tank, and hot water system.

A power cord and
electrical outlet are
included as part of
this unit.

H-6850-20
Double-Pipe Heat Exchanger
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6910 Wind Tunnel has
been designed to provide the fundamental air
flow facilities necessary to perform any of the
H-6910 Series Wind Tunnel Experiments. This
unit is mobile so that it is suitable for either a
lecture hall demonstration or laboratory work.

Description
The unit is equipped with a bench, control
panel, wind tunnel including an inlet cone, clear
experiment section, outlet cone and screen;
manual traverse unit, linear track with carrier;
and main AC circuit breaker. 

The manometers utilized on the H-6910 Wind
Tunnel are well-type with precision bored wells.
The instruments use a colored gauge oil that is
a stable petroleum base oil with a carefully
controlled specific gravity which gives a con-
sistent, high visibility meniscus. The scales are
clear, sharp, accurate, easy to read and feature
a silkscreened legend on polished chrome
plated brass which reflects the image of the
meniscus. The scales are compensated to
account for the specific gravity of the indicating
fluid and “well drop”.

The lift and drag option on the H-6910 allows
measurement of lift and drag forces on various
shapes placed in the wind tunnels airstream.
The readings are displayed on a digital meter
and the selection between lift or drag is accom-
plished with the toggle switch located on the
meter front panel.

This unit provides the following features:

¡ Full visibility of test section

¡ Air speed of 0 – 4400 ft/min. or
(0 – 50 mph) 

¡ 8" square test section

¡ Self-contained, fully mobile

¡ Low head loss, aerodynamic flow straightener
section

¡ Low area ratios of both convergent and
divergent sections provide uniform and
efficient flow

¡ An Operating Instructions Manual and an
Experiment Manual. The Experiment Manual
reviews the background theory and procedures
that can be performed with each piece of
equipment as follows:

⎯ Calibration of Wind Tunnel Air Speed
using a Pitot Static Probe

⎯ Bernoulli Equation Demonstrator
⎯ Free Jet Demonstrator/Flow In Bends
⎯ Boundary Layer Demonstrator
⎯ Drag/Lift Force Demonstrator

¡ Many options offered to fully explore all
areas of wind dynamics

Services Required
208VAC–3Ø–60Hz

Optional Experiment
Packages
The H-6910 series of optional experiments are
designed to be used with the Model H-6910
Wind Tunnel. All experimental setups are quick-
ly attached/removed from the wind tunnel
through the use of quick connect fasteners.
Any electrical equipment is easily mounted and
the electrical connections are made by quick
connect adapters. The pitot tubes used with the
individual modules are all compatible with the
pitot tube positioner and the manometers found
in the H-6910-5 Manometer Package.

H-6910-5 Manometer Package
The Model H-6910-5 Manometer Package is
intended to be used with the Model H-6910
Series Wind Tunnel Experiments. The manome-
ters included precisely indicate pressure/differ-
ential pressure being monitored by a given pitot
tube. This manometer package comes
equipped with five (5) panel-mounted manome-
ters that have various ranges and degrees of
accuracy.

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

H-6910
Wind Tunnel

Model H-6910-CDL Wind Tunnel shown with
Computer Data Logging option and Model H-6910-5 Manometer Package option

Dimensions:  69”H x 96"W x 30"D
Weight:  1,000 lbs.



H-6910-10 Bernoulli’s Equation Apparatus

The Hampden Model H-6910-10 Bernoulli’s Equation

Demonstrator has been designed to investigate the

validity of Bernoulli’s Equation. The total and static

pressure is measured along the centerline of a con-

vergent/divergent channel at varying flow velocities to

verify experimentally Bernoulli’s Equation. Off center-

line measurements can also be taken with two differ-

ent types of pitot tubes, one being a traditional

total/static tube and the other being a Kiel probe

(probes sold separately in Model H-6910-80 Probe

Package). This allows the student to compare the

total pressures where the fluid streamlines are con-

verging or diverging for the two pitot tubes. This unit

comes equipped with a convergent/divergent channel.

H-6910-25 Free Jet/Flow In Bends Demonstrator

The Hampden Model H-6910-25 Free Jet/Flow In

Bends Demonstrator consists of the following:

¡ The Free Jet Demonstrator has been developed to
investigate the characteristics of a free jet. The
total pressure in the free jet is measured by tra-
versing a pitot tube across the jet diameter at sev-
eral points along the axis of the jet. The velocity
profile of the jet can be determined along with the
flow direction. The apparatus can be used to
show the decrease of the jet centerline velocity,
radial distribution of the jet at different points
along the jet axis and conservation of momentum
of the jet (the kinetic energy decreases while the
mass flux increases).

¡ The Flow In Bends Demonstrator has been devel-
oped to demonstrate the phenomena associated
with fluid flow in bends. Air is passed through a
90° bend which contains provisions for measure-
ment of the static pressure at points on both inner
and outer surfaces of the bend. Static pressure
taps are also located radially around the bend at
one location. The student can, therefore, measure
the pressure differential on the bend and the radial
pressure distribution around the bend.H-6910-40
Boundary Layer Demonstrator

The Hampden Model H-6910-40 Boundary Layer

Demonstrator has been designed to investigate

boundary layer phenomena. Air flowing over a flat

plate is used to form both laminar and turbulent

boundary layers. This unit comes equipped with two

flat plates to demonstrate laminar boundary layer and

turbulent boundary layer. Also supplied is a boundary

layer probe with a flattened top to measure the total

pressure in the boundary layer. When used in con-

junction with the pitot tube positioner and a static

pressure probe, very accurate measurements of the

boundary layer can be obtained.

H-6910-55 Lift and Drag Force Demonstrator

The Hampden Model H-6910-55 Lift and Drag Force

Demonstrator has been developed to investigate the

force of drag on a body. Geometric shapes with the

same projected area, but with different cross-sec-

tions, are mounted in a fluid stream and the pressure

distribution is measured around the body. This unit

includes two 2-dimensional bodies—a cylinder and a

flat plate; three 3-dimensional bodies–a sphere and a

pair of hemispherical discs; a load cell; a digital panel

meter; an excitation power supply and an amplifier.

The drag force is determined by traversing the wake

of a body with a 3-dimensional probe to measure the

pressure distribution around the body.

H-6910-55-GB Golf Ball Experiment Option
The Model H-6910-55-GB includes 
(2) Golf Balls, 

(1) with dimples
(1) without dimples 

(Requires H-6910-55)

H-6910-55-JP Jet Plane Experiment Option
The Model H-6910-55-JP, includes 
(1) Jet Plane mounted to a lift & drag support rod

(Requires H-6910-55)

H-6910-RC Race Car Demonstrator Option
The Model H-6910-RC includes 
(3) Race Cars

(1) with a lift & drag support rod, the other 
(2) cars are capable of placement around 

the first car to check drag effect
(1) test section

H-6910-70 Pressure Wing and Rake

The Hampden Model H-6910-70 Pressure Wing and

Rake consists of a NACA0020 Aerofoil section with

nineteen pressure taps. Also provided is a Wake

Survey Rake.

H-6910-71 Wing with Slat and Flap

The Hampden Model H-6910-71 Wing with Slat and

Flap consists of a NACA0020 Aerofoil section with 

adjustable flap. Both Slat and Flap are removable.

Provided is a Wake Survey Rake.

(Requires H-6910-55)

H-6910-72 Pressure Cylinder

The Hampden Model H-6910-72 Pressure Cylinder

consists of a 2" dia. Cylinder with nineteen pressure

taps finished flush with the outer surface. The outer

end of each tap exits from the center of the cylinder.

Provided is a Wake Survey Rake.

H-6910-73 Flutter Wing

The Model H-6910-12-73 consists of a NACA0020

Aerofoil Section wing suspended from the test sec-

tion by 8 springs to permit torsional and transverse

oscillation of the wing.

H-6910-80 Probe Accessory Package

The Hampden Model H-6910-80 Probe Accessory

Package consists of the following components:

¡ 1 – Kiel Probe
¡ 1 – Pitot-Static Pressure Probe
¡ 1 – Directional Probe—Three Dimensional
¡ 1 – Pressure Dividing Choke
¡ 9 – Universal Tee Connectors
¡ 1 – Storage Case

H-6910-81A Smoke Generator

H-CS Computer System

Aerodynamic Control Systems
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Optional Experiment Packages (continued)

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

Computer Data Logging
This feature adds five differential pressure
transducers, one air velocity transmitter, one
rotary transducer, lift/drag input (for H-6910-
55 option), angle of attack (for H-6910-71
option), and one fan speed input into the sys-
tem. One interface package containing National
Instruments I/O modules is provided for inter-
facing into an PC computer through the USB
port.

Computer is not included. National Instruments
and LabVIEW® Software are not included.
Templates for LabVIEW® control software are
included.

Specify Model H-6910-CDL ♦
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6910-12A Wind Tunnel
has been designed to provide the fundamental
air flow facilities necessary to perform any of
the H-6910-12A Series Wind Tunnel
Experiments. This unit is mobile so that it is
suitable for either a lecture hall demonstration
or laboratory work.

Description
The unit is equipped with a bench, control
panel, wind tunnel including an inlet cone,clear
experiment section, outlet cone and screen;
manual traverse unit, linear track with carrier;
and main AC circuit breaker. The bench
includes a shelf for storage and is mounted
on eight casters.

The manual traverse unit is mounted on the
carrier that rides along the table rail which
includes a scale calibrated in millimeters. The
manual traverse unit is used to position an air
probe in the experiment section and is capable
of both linear and rotary positioning. The verti-
cal linear scale is 25 cm long with minor divi-
sions of 0.2 cm and resolution of 0.02 cm if
the vernier is used. The protractor is graduated
in 2° steps over a full 360° and is limited to a
40° rotational range in either direction centered
around zero. With the vernier, the manual tra-
verse unit’s rotary positioner has a resolution of
0.2°. Interchangeable mounting collets are pro-
vided for locking probes firmly in place without
damaging them.

This unit provides the following features:

¡ Provides full visibility of test section
¡ Air speed of up to 13,200 ft/min. (150 mph)
¡ 12" square test section
¡ Self-contained, fully mobile
¡ Low head-loss, aerodynamic flow straightener

section
¡ Low area ratios of both convergent and

divergent sections provide uniform and 
efficient flow

¡ An Operating Instructions Manual, a Teacher’s
Manual and an Experiment Manual are provid-
ed. These manuals review the background the-
ory and experimental procedures that can be
performed with each piece of equipment.

¡ Many options offered to fully explore all areas
of wind dynamics

Specifications
This unit consists of a convergent section,
straightener section, 12" x 12" x 34" I.D. test
section, divergent section and fan section.  

The 27" tubeaxial fan wheel has a top speed of
13,362 FPM @ 1800 RPM providing 10,169
CFM at 1.75 inches water column static pres-
sure. The fan is driven by a 15HP three-phase
motor controlled by a variable frequency drive
with keypad speed control 0–120Hz (max set at
65Hz), analog meter outputs and one line digital
display.

The test section is constructed of Lexan® poly-
carbonate with end flanges designed for easy
removal without the use of tools.

Also supplied with this unit is a pitot tube posi-
tioner. This instrument can accurately position
the pitot tube to within 0.02 cm of its vertical
linear position and 0.2° of its angular position
by use of vernier scales. The positioner has a
maximum linear range of 25 cm and rotary
range of 360°.

The mobile support frame is constructed of 2"
square mechanical tubing with trusses and
cross members to support the wind tunnel and
work table. The mobile frame is mounted on
four sets of casters with the outboard two front
casters having brakes. The work surface is 48"
long by 32" deep x 1-1/16" thick. 

All steel components finished in instrument tan.

The electrical control box consists of a 3-pole
main circuit breaker with associated pilot light,
accessory power receptacle, and a 10 ft. 5/c
power cord with cord rack.

Services Required
120V/208VAC–3Ø–60Hz @ 63 Amps

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

Model H-6910-12A Wind Tunnel shown with optional Experimental Packages
Dimensions: 73”H x 180”W x 30”D,  Weight: 2,000 lbs.

H-6910-12A
Wind Tunnel



The Hampden H-6910-12A series of optional experi-
ments are designed to be used with the Hampden
Model H-6910-12A Wind Tunnel. All experimental
setups are quickly attached/ removed from the wind
tunnel through the use of quick connect fasteners.
Any electrical equipment (digital displays, power sup-
plies, etc.) is easily mounted in factory drilled cutouts
and the electrical connections are made by quick
connect adapters.

H-6910-12-5X Manometer Package
The Hampden Model H-6910-12-5X Manometer
Package is intended to be used with the Hampden
Model H-6910-12 Series Wind Tunnel
Experiments. The manometers included precisely
indicate pressure/differential pressure being moni-
tored by a given pitot tube. This manometer pack-
age comes equipped with five manometers that
are panel mounted.

Provided is a mobile support frame.

H-6910-12-6 Manometer Package
The Model H-6910-12-6 Manometer Package
consists of a sealed panel, 20 manometer tubes
with fittings, manifold, beaker with tube fitting,
and interface tubing. It has a 15" scale length.

H-6910-12-10 Bernoulli’s Equation Apparatus
The Model H-6910-12-10 is designed to investi-
gate the validity of Bernoulli’s Equation. The total
and static pressure is measured along the center-
line of a convergent/divergent channel at varying
flow velocities to verify experimentally Bernoulli’s
Equation. Off-Centerline measurements can also
be taken with two different types of pitot tubes,
one being a traditional total/static tube and the
other being a Kiel probe. (Probes sold separately
in Model H-6910-12-80 Probe Package.) This
allows the student to compare the total pressures
where the fluid streamlines are converging or
diverging for the two pitot tubes.

H-6910-12-25 Free Jet/Flow In Bends
Demonstrator

The Model H-6910-12-25 consists of:

Free Jet Demonstrator – designed to investigate
the characteristics of a free jet. The total pressure
in the free jet is measured by traversing a pitot
tube across the jet diameter at several points
along the axis of the jet. The velocity profile of the
jet can be determined along with the flow direc-
tion. The apparatus can be used to show the
decrease of the jet centerline velocity, radial distri-
bution of the jet at different points along the jet
axis and conservation of momentum of the jet. 

Flow In Bends Demonstrator – designed to
demonstrate the phenomena associated with fluid
flow in bends. Air is passed through a 90° bend

which contains provisions for measurement of the
static pressure at points on both inner and outer
surfaces of the bend. Static pressure taps are
also located radially around the bend at one loca-
tion. The student can measure the pressure differ-
ential on the bend and the radial pressure distribu-
tion around the bend.

H-6910-12-40 Boundary Layer Demonstrator
The Model H-6910-12-40 is designed to investi-
gate boundary layer phenomena. Air flowing over
a flat plate is used to form both laminar and tur-
bulent boundary layers. This unit comes equipped
with two flat plates, 26" x 6.5", one on which a
laminar boundary layer will form while on the
other boundary layer is forced to be turbulent at
the leading edge. Also supplied are a boundary
layer probe with a flattened top to measure the
total pressure in the boundary layer. When used in
conjunction with the pitot tube positioner, these
allow very accurate measurements of the bound-
ary layer.

H-6910-12-55 Lift and Drag Force Demonstrator
The Model H-6910-12-55 is designed to investi-
gate the force of drag on a body. Geometric
shapes with the same projected area, but with dif-
ferent cross-sections, are mounted in a fluid
stream and the pressure distribution is measured
around the body. This unit comes equipped with
two 2-dimensional bodies; cylinder, flat plate,
three 3-dimensional bodies; sphere and pair of
hemispherical disc; digital panel meter; excitation
power supply and amplifier. The drag force is
determined by traversing the wake of a body with
the 3-dimensional probe to measure the pressure
distribution around the body. The 3-dimensional
probe can measure total pressure, static pressure,
yaw angle and pitch angle.

H-6910-12-55-GB Golf Ball Experiment Option
The Model H-6910-12-55-GB includes 
(2) Golf Balls, 

(1) with dimples
(1) without dimples 

(Requires H-6910-12-55)

H-6910-12-55-JP Jet Plane Experiment Option
The Model H-6910-12-55-JP includes 

(1) Jet Plane mounted to a lift & drag support rod

(Requires H-6910-12-55)

H-6910-12-RC Race Car Demonstrator Option
The Model H-6910-12-RC includes 
(3) Race Cars

(1) with a lift & drag support rod, the other 
(2) cars are capable of placement around 

the first car to check drag effect
(1) test section

H-6910-12-70 Pressure Wing & Rake
The Model H-6910-12-70 consists of a
NACA0020 Aerofoil section with nineteen pres-
sure taps. Also provided is a Wake Survey Rake.

H-6910-12-71 Wing with Slat, Flap and Load Cell
Interface

The Model H-6910-12-71 consists of a
NACA0020 Aerofoil Section wing with adjustable
flap. The flap and slat are removable. 
(Requires H-6910-12-55)

H-6910-12-72 Pressure Cylinder
The Model H-6910-12-72 consists of a 2" dia.
cylinder with nineteen pressure taps finished flush
with the outer surface. The outer end of each tap
exits from the center of the cylinder.

H-6910-12-73 Flutter Wing
The Model H-6910-12-73 consists of a
NACA0020 Aerofoil Section wing suspended from
the test section by 8 springs to permit torsional
and transverse oscillation of the wing.

H-6910-12-80 Probe Accessory Package

The Model H-6910-12-80 consists of:

1 – Kiel Probe
1 – Pitot-Static Pressure Probe
1 – Directional Probe—Three Dimensional
1 – Pressure Dividing Choke
9 – Universal Tee Connectors
1 – Storage Case

H-6910-12-81A Smoke Generator

Aerodynamic Control Systems
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Optional Experiment Packages

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

Computer Data Logging
This feature adds five differential pressure
transducers, one air velocity transmitter, one
rotary transducer, lift/drag input (for H-6910-
12-55 option), angle of attack (for H-6910-12-
71 option), and one fan speed input into the
system. One interface package containing
National Instruments I/O modules is provided
for interfacing into a PC computer through the
USB port.

Computer is not included. National Instruments
and LabVIEW® Software are not included.
Templates for LabVIEW® control software are
included.

Specify Model H-6910-12A-CDL ♦
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Purpose

The Hampden Model H-6925 Fluid Circuit
Demonstrator provides complete facilities for
the investigation of the phenomena associated
with incompressible fluid flow in conduits.

Description

Each unit comes factory-equipped with mobile
carrier, supply storage tank, centrifugal water
pump, cylindrical clear tank, interchangeable
brass Venturi flowmeter, interchangeable Orifice
flowmeter (optional Orifice plates available),
manometer, electrical controls, and the four-
pipe network. Both of the flowmeters incorpo-
rate zero clearance fittings for interchangeabili-
ty and inserting optional metering devices.

Specifications

Pipe Friction
There are four lengths of pipe, each one having
a pair of pressure taps spaced 48" apart and
one located midway. The distance from the
ends of the pipes to the pressure taps is based
upon a ratio involving the pipe diameter in
order to minimize tube exit and entrance
effects. These pipe lengths have nominal diam-
eters of 3/8" NPT, 1/2" NPT, 3/4" NPT and 1"
NPT respectively. The pressure taps can be
connected to the differential pressure manome-
ter.

Pipe Fitting Head Loss
There are different pipe fittings which are fitted
with pressure taps:

— 90° short elbow

— 90° long (sweep) elbow

— Tee

— Gate Valve

— Ball Valve

Flowmeter

The water flow rate is measured by a differen-
tial pressure manometer connected across the
metering device.

Manometer
The Model H-6927-10 Digital Differential
Pressure Manometer is battery operated, uses
a backlit 3-1/2 digit display with automated
shut-off and low battery indicator.

It consists of the digital differential manometer
mounted on a backplate and includes a three-
valve manifold, two angle bleeder needle
valves, associated fittings and interconnection
tubing.

Supply Pump And Tank
The supply pump has a ½ HP motor with cen-
trifugal pump providing 10 gallons per minute
at 50ft. head. The tank is polyethylene
Nalgene® with a 15 gallon capacity.

Cylindrical Tank

The cylindrical tank is manufactured of poly-
carbonate clear tube.

Electrical Controls
This panel contains a Ground Fault Interrupt
circuit breaker, pump control switch with pilot
light, and 10-ft. power cord.

Mobile Carrier
This is 72" high, 108" wide by 30" deep,  with
two swivel casters with brakes and two fixed
casters. This unit is manufactured of 2" square
mechanical tubing with 12 gauge support
channels.

Services Required

Electrical: 120V AC-1Ø-60Hz 15A
Water: Fill tank
Waste: Drain tank

Shown Model H-6925-CDL Fluid Circuit Demonstrator with Computer Data Logging Option
Dimensions:  72”H x 108”W x 30”D   Standard Weight:  780 lbs.

H-6925
Fluid Circuit Demonstrator

041113

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency
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Experiment Capabilities

The head loss caused by fluid friction in straight
pipes and the effects of fluid velocity, pipe diam-
eter, and surface roughness can be studied in
detail. The experiments can be carried out over a
wide range of Reynolds’ numbers.

The head loss due to flow separation in pipe fit-
tings and valves can also be investigated. These
include bends of different radii and a tee. In addi-
tion, the flow rate versus head loss characteris-
tics of control valves can be studied as well as
the operating characteristics of flowmeters.

1.  Pressure Drop Profile

2.  Friction losses for pipe length, tube sizes
and flow rates.

3.  Equivalent length of pipe of the same nom-
inal size as a pipe fitting which exhibits
similar characteristics due to internal fric-
tion.

4.  Friction factor “f” and relative roughness
“ε/D” for pipes of different dimensions.

5.  Reynold’s number

6.  Maximum flow giving streamline character-
istics and the minimum flow giving turbu-
lent characteristics when approached with
increasing and decreasing velocities; also,
the flow ranges of laminar, transition and
turbulent flow.

7.  Characteristics of a venturi flowmeter

8.  Characteristics of a sharp-edged orifice
flowmeter

9.  Static pressures and back pressure 
(venturi flowmeter)

10.  Relationship between flow rate and static
head, and between flow rate and pressure
difference within the pressure range cov-
ered by the orifice plate.

11. Relationship between tank head and pump
capacity

12. Nomographs

13. Calibration curves

Options

Metering Sections
Pitot Tube H-6925-10

Flow Nozzle H-6925-11

Vortex H-6925-12

Vortex w/CDL H-6925-12-CDL

Turbine H-6925-13

Turbine w/CDL H-6925-13-CDL

Magnetic Flow H-6925-14

Magnetic Flow w/CDL H-6925-14-CDL

Differential Pressure 
Transducer Pkg. * H-6925-15

Venturi Profile Valve Kit H-6925-16

Orifice Plates
Bore Diameters

0.7343" H-6925-20

0.5772" H-6925-21

0.3824" H-6925-22

0.2846" H-6925-23

0.2546" H-6925-24

Spool Sections
Valves
Globe H-6925-30

Butterfly H-6925-31

Needle H-6925-32

Expansion/Contraction H-6925-33

Fittings
Extended Bushing H-6925-40

Eccentric Couplings H-6925-41

Reducers H-6925-42

Pipe Friction Sections
1/2" Plastic & Steel 

Pipe Set H-6925-50

Accessories Storage Cart
Mobile Storage Cart H-6925-MR

Computer Data Logging **
Computer Data Logging can be added, which
incorporates:

4- Differential pressure transducer with 
4-20mA output signals. There are 4 
different ranges.

1- Watt-Transducer with 0-10V output 
signal (measures the motor active power)

1- Type T thermocouple

1- Power supply module

1- Isolated RS-232 to RS422/485 converter

1- Analog input module type-T

1- Analog multichannel input module

The analog outputs are factory wired to National
Instruments I/O modules where the signals are
conver ted and terminate to a USB por t.
Templates for LabVIEW® control software are
included. LabVIEW® Software and laptop com-
puter are included.

Order Model H-6925-CDL w

*  Included with data logging option.

** These options available at time of original
order only, not available as after market
options.

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6940 Multi-Purpose
Flume has been developed to investigate the
basic principles of fluid mechanics. Among the
investigations covered are various weirs, flume,
gate syphon and spilling.

Description
This unit is self-contained consisting of a
hydraulics bench, one clear polycarbonate 8 ft.
long (2.5m) channel, inlet tank, discharge tank,
pivot leg assembly, slope adjustment leg
assembly, pipe and flowmeter assembly and
model set.

Experiment Capabilities
Measurement of Water Level with
Hook Gauge

Measurement of Flow with Pitot Tube

Application of Steady Flow Energy
Equations to Simple Flow Problems

Understanding the Weir

Understanding Hydraulic Structures
for Control of Level

Understanding Hydraulic Structures
for Control of Flow

Hydraulic Jump

Manning Equation

Velocity Profiles

Specifications
Hydraulic Bench:

Stainless steel construction with outside
surfaces finished in instrument tan texture

Mobile with fixed and swivel locking
casters

Centrifugal bronze pump with single-
phase motor maximum flow rate:
30 GPM (120 LPM)

Sump Tank: 66 gallons (250 litres).

Volumetric Tank: 10 gallons (40 litres) 
with sight tube and scale

Pump Starter with motor protection.

Feed and drain valves

Channel:

Fabricated of clear polycarbonate sides
forming a channel 3" (76mm) wide,
10" (250mm) high by 8 ft. (2.5m) long

Metal base

Metal end flange couplings

Inlet Tank:

Stainless Steel construction finished
externally with instrument tan texture

Coupling for water input

Flanged coupling

Pivot Leg Assembly:

Steel construction finished in instrument
tan texture

Pivot yoke assembly

Discharge Tank:

Stainless Steel construction finished 
externally with instrument tan texture

Coupling for drain

Flanged coupling

Adjustable dam

Slope Adjustment Leg Assembly:

Steel construction finished in instrument
tan texture

Screw assembly with hand wheel and 
channel yoke 

-0.5 to 3%

Pipe and Flowmeter Assembly:

Interconnection pipe between hydraulic
bench and inlet tank coupling

In-Line flowmeter 4-40 GPM
(15-152 LPM)

Needle control valve

Associated couplings

Instruments:

1 Vernier hook level gauge 6" (150mm)

2 Vernier hook level gauges 12" (300mm)

Models:

Adjustable undershot weir

Sharp crested weir

Broad crested weir

Crump weir

Venturi

Options
H-6940-10 Channel Extension, 8 ft. (2.5m)

H-6940-11 Roughened Bed, 8 ft. (2.5m)

H-6940-12 Raised Channel Bed

H-6940-13 Overflow Spillway

H-6940-14 Flow Splitter

H-6940-15 Syphon Spillway

H-6940-16 Radial Gate

H-6940-17 Culvert Fitting Set

H-6940-18 Pitot Tube with manometer

Services Required
Electrical:

120V AC 60Hz, single-phase

or

220V AC 50Hz, single-phase

Water:

Supply (fill the sump tank)

Drain

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

H-6940
Multi-Purpose Flume
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6950 Flow
Measurement Unit is designed to demon-
strate the fundamental principles of flow
measurement.

Standard industrial flow sensors are used
to measure the flow rates. The student can
measure the primary output of the flow
sensor; e.g. differential pressure, frequen-
cy or pulse; and measure the secondary
(flow rate) signal. In addition, the student
can also measure the pressure drop of
each flow sensor and water temperature.
Thus the student is able to check the
accuracy, linearity and repeatability of each
flow sensor and necessary transducers.

Description
The Model H-6950 Flow Measurement
Unit also incorporates two removable
spool sections which permit the insertion
of optional flowmeters into the fluid circuit.
Each flowmeter has a flow straightener
and a sufficient run of straight pipe to
ensure smooth flow to the sensor. One of
the removable spool sections is upstream
of a valve so that the effects of a distur-
bance downstream of the flow sensor can
be determined.

The unit also includes positive shut-off
pressure taps so that the differential pres-
sure-type sensors can be interconnected
to the differential pressure transmitter with-

out spillage. A needle valve located on the
unit is used to regulate the water flow rate.
All of the flow sensors, transducers and
signal conditioners are of the type used in
industrial applications. Each of the flow
sensors utilized on the unit has an accura-
cy of at least 0.5% (except the vortex
flowmeter which has an accuracy of at
least 1.0%). The flow transducers and sig-
nal conditioners have an accuracy of at
least 0.5%.

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

H-6950
Flow Measurement Unit

Model H-6950 Flow Measurement Unit
Dimensions: 64"H x 72"W x 34"D,  Shipping Weight:  550 lbs.
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All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

Experiment Capabilities
A. Primary Flow Sensors

1. Differential pressure type
a. orifice plate
b. venturi tube
c. flow nozzle

2. Electronic type
a. turbine (optional H-6950-20)
b. vortex (optional H-6950-30)
c. magnetic (optional H-6950-40)

B. Secondary Flow Elements
1. Differential pressure transmitter
2. Turbine Flowmeter

(optional H-6950-20)
3. Vortex Flowmeter

(optional H-6950-30)
4. Magnetic Flowmeter 

(optional H-6950-40)

C. Ancillary Sensors
1. Pressure transmitter
2. Temperature transmitter

D. Transducer Output Displays
1. Digital differential pressure 

display
2. Digital pressure display
3. Digital temperature display
4. Digital turbine flowmeter display

(optional H-6950-20)
5. Digital vortex flowmeter display

(optional H-6950-30)
6. Digital magnetic flowmeter display

(optional H-6950-40)

Options
The Model H-6950 Flow Measurement
Unit can be provided with optional modules
to perform additional analysis and experi-
mentation. These include:

H-6950-20 Turbine Flowmeter
H-6950-30 Vortex Flowmeter
H-6950-40 Magnetic Meter 

If ordering the -CDL option, add suffix -
CDL to the above accessories.

Computer Data Logging
The Hampden Model H-6950 Flow
Measurement Unit can be outfitted
with a computer data logging option.
This option consists of:

¡ Thermocouple
¡ Pressure Transmitter
¡ Water solenoid valve for manual or

remote control 
¡ Electrically operated control valve 

for manual or remote control
¡ Interface package containing 

National Instruments I/O modules 
for interfacing into a PC computer
through the USB port

¡ Templates for LabVIEW® control 
software.National Instruments
LabVIEW® not included.

To order the Computer Data Logging
option, specify the Model H-6950-
CDL.

Computer not included
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Purpose
The Model H-6970 Hydrokinetics Demonstrator
is designed to demonstrate characteristics of
turbulent and laminar flow, significance of
Reynold’s Numbers, flow around objects,
velocity distribution in duct flow, formation of
shock waves by an air foil, two dimensional
flows, the Karman Street Vortex, diffuser per-
formance and the conditions at enlargement
and contraction passage.

Description
The Hydrokinetics Demonstrator allows the
teacher and student to perform experiments
using what is probably the most flexible method
of flow visualization ever devised. In this tech-
nique, small bubbles of hydrogen are produced
in water by electrolysis at a fine wire cathode.
By careful illumination, the paths traced out by
these bubbles, as they are carried along by the
flow, can be observed. 

In addition to providing means for observing
many features of incompressible flow, the
Hampden Model H-6970 Hydrokinetics
Demonstrator can also be used to mathemati-
cally model a wide range of compressible fluid
flow behavior. To do this, the well known analo-
gy between compressible and open channel
flows is employed.

Specifications:
Table:
1.50" sq. mechanical steel tubing welded
together and finished in instrument tan texture.
Cross members are provided along with mount-
ing uprights and levelers.

Channel Working Section:
Stainless steel construction incorporating inlet
and outlet tanks. The working section is 48" l x
18" w x 2.5" d. The outlet tank consists of a
level control weir, drain ball valve and pump pri-
mary feed convection. The total water capacity
is 12 gallons.

Hydrogen Bubble Pulse Indicator:
This unit is enclosed in a steel enclosure with
DC power supply output terminals for the anode
and cathode.

The generator produces pulses with variable
“OFF” period duration. This duration is con-
trolled by a selector switch. A generator is pro-
vided with a main electromagnetic circuit pro-
tector power switch with pilot light. The cathode
consists of a fine stainless steel wire supported
in tension by a cathode holder that can be posi-
tioned on either an X or Y axis. The anode is the
channel discharge weir.

Pump:
Consists of a centrifugal pump with starter
switch providing a flow of 18 GPM maximum.
A hand valve is used to control the flow along
with its associated flowmeter.

Hook and Point Gauge
This measures the height of water in the chan-
nel for flow measurement.

Panel Main:
1-pole ground fault interrupter circuit breaker
with pilot light.

Light Source:
This unit consists of the housing complete with
reflector, a polished light guide of plastic for
below the fluid surface illumination, and is
mounted on an X-Y axis track.

Accessories:
Provided is one precision level gauge and a set
of models.

Services Required
120V AC - 1φ - 60Hz

Options
Digital Ultrasonic Height Gauge
Measures the height of the water in the channel
for flow. Consists of a transmitter, bracket, and
a digital indicator. Specify H-6970-U.

Computer Visual Data Logging
This unit is available with Computer Visual Data
Logging to allow remote monitoring of the
process by a digital video camera.

Specify MODEL H-6970-CDL

MODEL H-6970-CDL Hydrokinetics Demonstrator w/Computer Visual Data Logging option
Dimensions: 40"H x 82"W x 30"D   

Weight: 750 lbs.

H-6970
Hydrokinetics Demonstrator
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Purpose
The Hampden Model H-6990 Tilting Water
Channel and Gate System is designed for use
as a general purpose center pivot flume.  With
it, one can demonstrate and investigate steady
and unsteady flow, sediment transportation,
weirs, sluice gates and wave phenomena.  

The channel consists of a head tank, working
section and a tail tank.

Features
Instrument rails for instrument carriage
assembly.

The entire working section sidewalls and
bed are constructed of clear acrylic sheets
suitable for Laser Doppler Anemometry.

Leveling, screws to permit accurate align-
ment of the channel bed.

In the level position, the channel working
bed is 37 inches (0.90M) above the floor.

The head tank walls are flush with the chan-
nel side walls. A recess is provided to install
the furnished honeycomb or metal mesh fil-
ter media in the inlet in order to develop sat-
isfactory flow conditions without surface
disturbances.

A removable, adjustable (for height and feed
rate) sediment feeder, fabricated of stainless
steel, is provided. A manually operated jib
crane is furnished to aid in placing the sedi-
ment feeder. The crane may also be used for
installing the optional wave generator.

An incremental tailgate set is furnished. It is
designed to operate as a weir or underflow
gate.

A sediment trap, built of stainless steel, is
fitted in the tailbox. The trap is installed and
removed using the jib crane.

A 6" (0.15m) return flow pipe of PVC con-
nects the inlet and outlet tanks.  It is provid-
ed with a butterfly control valve.

Channel
The working length of the channel, the head
tank and the tail tank are supported by a weld-
ed steel beam assembly, fabricated of standard
channel sections. The floor supports are locat-
ed every 16 feet (4.88M) such that the maxi-
mum beam deflection does not exceed 0.040
inches (1.0mm), when considering the beam to
be uniformly loaded, (filled with water), and
simply supported at the ends. The beam end
flanges are mated with dowel pins and secured
with bolts.

The total length of the channel is 72.0 feet
(21.34M). The working section is 64.0 feet
(19.5M) long. The inside channel dimensions
are 23.6" W by 35.4" D (0.60M x 0.90M).

The channel is constructed of 1.0 inch thick
acrylic clear sheets. The channel side walls are
braced with stiffeners located every 32 inches
(0.813M). The construction joints are solvent-
welded and screw fastened.  The working sec-
tion is assembled of 96 inch long modules
(2.43M). The individual sections are joined with
acrylic end flanges sealed with polyurethane
sealant.

The channel is fitted with an instrument car-
riage assembly. This consists of an aluminum
frame fitted with precision linear “V”-guide
bearings. The instrument carriage rides on pre-
cision, linear “V”-guide system rails which are
supported by adjustable support brackets. 

All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

H-6990
Tilting Water Channel and Gate

Model H-6990
Tilting Water Channel and Gate
Dimensions: 8’H x 72’W x 7’D,  
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All Hampden units are available for operation at any voltage or frequency

Channel (continued)
The support rails are fitted to the top edge of
the channel side wall. The instrument carriage
is positioned with a DC motor. The aluminum
carriage is anodized. The rail is marked with a
continuous scale calibrated in SI units. The
overall length is 60.0 feet (18.3M) with a 4.0
foot (1.2M) section left clear at the upstream
end of the channel to permit mounting of the
sediment feeder.

The head tank and tail tank are constructed out
of stainless steel sheet and angle. Construction
joints are TIG welded and polished. All fasten-
ers are stainless steel.

The slope of the channel bed sets with a sys-
tem of jacking stations and a center pivot
assembly. The slope is variable from 0.0° to
+3.0°. Pairs of heavy duty worm gear drives,
coupled to a motor are used to elevate the
channel. The monitors are controlled by vari-
able frequency drives (or inverters), which in
turn are controlled by a microprocessor located
in the control console. Varying pitch/gear ratio
combinations keep the jack stations in phase.
The jack station is controllable from a control
console. Limit switches are also supplied to
prevent over-travel in both the elevation and
depression of the channel. Palm type, emer-
gency stop pushbuttons are furnished at each
jack station, (three on one side, two on the
other). The control circuit devices operate on
24VAC to ensure the safety of personnel using
the channel.

The channel supports include pairs of leveling
screws to permit fine adjustment of the channel
bed level at final assembly.

Instrumentation
An instrument carriage is included with the
channel. The instrument carriage is provided to
run on the rails fitted to the channel walls. 

It is powered by electricity and its position con-
trolled from a remote console. The carriage car-
ries an instrument holder which is mounted and
driven in such a way that an instrument head
can be placed by remote control at any point
within the working length of the channel. The
carriage is also designed to carry equipment up
to a total weight of 250 kg and is provided with
electric cables giving 10 pairs of signal wires
permanently connecting the instruments
mounted on the carriage with the control con-
sole area.

Limit switches are provided at the end of travel
on all traversing systems. Position signals must
be generated by tach-generators or gear motors
fitted to all traversing systems. The carriage
operation is compatible with auto control
through a microcomputer (IBM PC or similar).

A variable inclination sluice gate, fabricated of
acrylic and fitted with a lead screw angle
adjuster, is furnished as a part of the channel
system. It is removable and may be installed in
any of the 8 channel sections.

A digital meter is provided to display the slope
of the channel bed to a resolution of ±0.1%.

Services Required
Electrical:

120V.AC-1φ-60Hz
120/208V AC-3φ, 5 wire

Water & Drain:
Customer to provide adequate water source
and drain.

Optional Equipment
H-6990-P

Pump Assembly

H-6990-WG

Wave Generator

H-6990-V

Venturi Assembly

H-6990-PCV

Pneumatic Control Butterfly
Valve Assembly


